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ABSTRACT 
Diophantine equations of the form X2 -f(x) Y * = 1 with f(x) a square-free polynomial of arbi- 
trary degree are investigated, and a purely algebraic condition for its solvability in polynomials is 
given in terms of the theory of twists developed in [2] and that of generalized Jacobian varieties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Nathanson proved the following: The Diophantine equation X’ - 
(x2 - d) Y2 = 1 with x indeterminate is solvable in polynomials in x with 
coefficients in Z if and only if d = fl , f2. His proof depends on an elementary 
but ingenious number-theoretic argument. One of the purposes of the present 
paper is to show that this equation can be regarded as a twist of a conic by an- 
other conic (see Section 2 for its precise meaning), and that one can obtain more 
general results for such equations over any base field of characteristic # 2 from 
this viewpoint. Another purpose is to investigate the solvability of an equation 
(*) X2 -f(x)Y2 = 1 with f( x an arbitrary polynomial. This problem origi- ) 
nated in Abel’s paper [l] and renewed its interest in [5]. They gave certain ana- 
lytic conditions for the solvability in terms of, for example, representability of 
certain integrals by elementary functions, or some properties of graphs asso- 
ciated with coverings of Riemann spheres. In this paper, we will give a purely 
algebraic criterion using the theory of twists, so that our argument works here 
too over any base field of characteristic # 2. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the definition of 
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twists of tonics, and investigate when they have solutions in polynomials. In 
Section 3, generalizing the results in Section 2 and those in our previous paper 
[2], we give a necessary and sufficient condition for (*) to be solvable in poly- 
nomials. Finally in Section 4, we introduce the notion of ‘primitivity’ of a so- 
lution, and give a simple criterion for it. 
2. TWIST OF CONICS 
Let k be a field of characteristic # 2. For a nonzero element d of k, let Cd denote 
a conic defined by the equation 
y2 = x2 - d. 
Let Ld denote the involution of Cd defined by the formula: 
Ld(x, Y> = (x,-v). 
We regard the function field k(Cd) of Cd as a quadratic extension of k(P’) = 
k(x). Then the twist C,’ of another conic C, (e E k*) by this quadratic extension 
is defined over k(x) and the defining equation is as follows: 
C,‘:(x2-d)Y2=X2-e. 
(See [2] for the definition of twist, and for the reason why this equation gives 
the twisted conic.) For algebraic varieties V, W defined over k, we denote by 
Ratk( V, W) the set of rational maps from V to IV. Then we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1. There is a bijection between thefollowing two sets: 
A = {k(x)-rational points on Ci}, 
and 
B = {f E Ratk(Cd, ce) 1 f 0 Ld = L, 0 f}. 
Zff E B, then it can be written in the form f (x, y) = (gl (x), g2(x) y) with gi(x) E 
k(x) (i = 1,2). And the bijection is defined by the following rule: 
f = (gl(x),gz(x)y) E B corresponds to (1, Y) = (g](x), g2(x)) E A. 
Proof. Let K (resp. L) denote the function field k(P’) (resp. k(C,)). Let G = 
{id, Ld} (E Z/22) denote the Galois group Gal(L/K) of the extension L/K. Let 
{b,} E 2’ (G,Aut(C,)) d enote the 1-cocycle defined by the formula: bid = id, 
b,, = L,. Then it follows from Proposition 1.1 in [2] that the set CL(K) of K- 
rational points of CL is given by the following: 
C,‘(K) = {P E C=(L) 1 b,(sP) = P for any s E G}. 
Note that the action of G on C,(L) is defined by (“P)(x, y) = P(x, -y). There- 
fore we have 
(2.1) 
C,‘(K) = {f E Ratk(Cd, C,); b,,f (x, -Y) =f (x, Y)) 
={f ERatk(C&C,);f oLd=L,of}. 
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If we writef(x, y) = (fi (x, y),J;(x, y)), this condition means that 
{ 
fi (x7 -Y) = fi (x, Y) > 
“fi(x, -VI = -hk VI. 
Namely, it says thatfr (resp.fz) is even (resp. odd) w.r.t. y. Therefore there exist 
two rational functions gt , gz E k(x) such that 
(2.2) 
{ 
fi (x, .Y) = g1 (x) 7 
hk Y) = g2(x)y. 
Further, note that Cd is isomorphic to C, over k(Cd) under the isomorphism 
/‘J : C,’ -+ C, defined by 
(2.3) P(x(x), y(4) = (~(4,174~) 
with (x, y) subject to the condition y2 = x2 - d. Combining (2.1), (2.2), and 
(2.3), we obtain the bijection mentioned in the theorem. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Note that Cd always has a k-rational point. We fix one of them and call it 
(.xd, yd). Then Cd is k-’ tsomorphic to the projective line P’ by the map CQ : P’ -i 
Cd defined by the formula: 
ad(t) = 
( 
Xdt2 -2ydt+xd -Ydt2+hdt-yd 
t2-1 ’ t2 - 1 
Its inverse is given by the formula: 
,;‘(x, y) = =. 
x - xd 
Similarly we fix the corresponding notation (x,, y,), CY, for C,. With the help of 
these isomorphisms, the commutativity stated in the above theorem is trans- 
lated as follows: 
Theorem 2.2. Let @d,e : Ratk(Cd, Ce) -+ Ratk(P’, P’) be the bzjection defined b? 
the rule: 
@d,e(f) = 0,’ Of o ad 
and let @d : Ratk(Cd, Cd) + Ratk(P’, P’) (resp. Qe : Ratk( C,, Ce) --+ Ratk(P’, P’)) 
denote the map definedsimilarly. Then the image @d,e(Cb(K)) of thesubset C,‘(K) 
of Ratk( Cd, Cc) is given by the following: 
@d,e(C;(K)) = {F E k(t) 1 F 0 Id = I,0 F}, 
where 
Id = @d(Ld) : t - 
--Xdt +Yd 
--ydt+Xd’ 
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Proof. This follows from a simple computation. 0 
Our next task is to find polynomial solutions of the twisted conic C,‘. This is 
solved as follows: 
Theorem 2.3. Let Ood, W; (resp. cc+, KI:) denote thepoints Of Cd (resp. Ce) which 
lie over the point at infinity of P’. The set ofpolynomial solutions of C,’ is naturally 
identljied with the subset 
{f E Ratk(Cd, C&f o&j = L,Of, andf_‘({ me, m:>) c {md, m:}} 
of Ratk( Cd, C,), and it corresponds to the subset 
{F E Ratk(P’,P’);F o Zd = Z, 0 F, and F-‘((31)) G {fl}} 
of Ratk(P’, P’) under the bijection @d,e defined in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there is a bijection between the set of 
the solutions of the twisted conic CJ and the set 
{f E R&(Cd, C&f 0 Ld = Le Of }, 
therefore there is a bijection between the set of polynomial solutions of C,’ and 
the set 
(2.4) {f E R&(Cd, C,);f 0 Ld = Le Of, andf -l({m, w:}) c {=‘d, =‘A}}. 
Moreover, by the definition of the isomorphism od (resp. a,), we see that 
(2.5) 
i 
Qd({fl)) = {md, m;} 
ae({~l)) = {%3 m:>. 
The assertion of Theorem 2.3 follows from (2.4) and (2.5) by the definition of 
the bijection @d, e. q 
Thus we are reduced to investigating a rational function F(t) of one variable t 
which satisfy the two conditions: 
(1) F o Id = 1, o F, 
(2) F-‘({fl}) C {*I}. 
First we consider the condition (2). Let us put F(t) = Q(t)/P(t), where P(t), 
Q(t) are relatively prime polynomials in t. Then the condition (2) implies that 
the equalities 
P(t) - Q(t) = c(t - l)“(t + l)“, 
P(t) + Q(t) = c’(t - l)“‘(t + 1)“’ 
hold for some nonnegative integers m, n, m’, n’ and for some nonzero constants 
c, c’ in k. Since P(t) and Q(t) are relatively prime, we must have min{m, m’} = 0 
and min{n, n’} = 0. Moreover the case m = m’ = 0 (resp. n = n’ = 0) does not 
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occur because it implies F(co) = 1 or -1 which violates the condition (2). 
Hence F(t) must have the form 
Q(t) 
F(t) = P(t) = 
c(t + 1)” + c’(t - 1)” 
c(t + 1)” - c’(t - 1)” 
Further the condition F(co) # fl implies that m = n. Namely, we find that the 
most general rational function F(t) satisfying the condition (2) is of the form: 
(2.6) 
(t + 1)” + c(t - 1)” 
F(f) = (t + 1)” - c(t - 1)” ’ 
for some nonnegative integer n and for a nonzero c in k. The degree of F(t) as a 
map from P’ to itself is equal to n, hence the degree of the corresponding poly- 
nomial Q;:(F) is also equal to n. For this F(t), the condition (1) simplifies to 
the following equality: 
(& +” VJ(GI - yd) = C2(& - JJJ(Xd + yL!). 
Noting that xi - yj = d and that x2 - ya = e, we see that this is equivalent to 
(2.7) d”(x, - Y,)~ = c2(xd - yd)2”e. 
Hence it is necessary for the existence of solutions that 
d” = e (mod (k*)2), 
namely that 
i 
d zz e (mod (k*)2) when n is odd, 
e E 1 (mod (k*)2) when n is even. 
Conversely, when d, e satisfy this condition, we can always find a constant 
c E k* for which the equation (2.7) holds. And we see that this constant is 
unique up to sign. Thus we arrive at the following: 
Theorem 2.4. The twisted conic C,’ : (x2 - d) Y2 = X2 - e has a solution in 
polynomial of degree n if and only ifd and e satisfy the condition: 
{ 
d E e (mod (k*)2) when n is odd. 
e G 1 (mod (k*)2) when n is even. 
Under this condition, there is only one solution for each degree n up to sign. 
Remark. When d E e -_ 1 (mod (k*)2), the twisted conic C,l is transformed by 
a coordinate change into C’ : X2 - (x2 - 1) Y2 = 1, namely we are reduced to 
the case d = e = 1. Then the polynomial F = F, in (2.3) can be expressed as 
F,, = L o [n] o L, where we denote by L the involution of P’ defined by L(t) = 
(t + l)/(t - 1) and d enote by [n] the n-th power map t H t”. Therefore it has a 
multiplicativity: F,,,, = F,,, o F,,. This is translated by the bijection @I, 1 into the 
multiplicativity of Chebyshev polynomials: 
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Further our proof gives the uniqueness (up to sign) of those polynomials as 
solutions of the equation C’. 
3. TWIST OF CONICS BY HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 
Let f(x) E k[x] b e a square-free polynomial. In this section, we consider the 
following problem: 
When does the Diophantine equation Cl : X2 -f(x) Y 2 = I 
have a polynomial solution? And, tfthere is, how many? 
It is easily seen that the degree off must be even if the equation has a solution. 
We will show that the theory of twists gives a simple and complete solution to 
the above problem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let C denote the hyperelliptic urve defined by the formula: 
c : y2 =f(X), 
where f (x) is a square-freepolynomial of even degree. Let 00, co’ denote thepoints 
above the infinity, andput m = co + w’. Let J = J(C) denote the Jacobian vari- 
ety of C and let J,,, denote the generalized Jacobian variety of C with modulus m. 
Assume that there exists a k-rational rami$cation point PO on C. Then there is a 
natural bijection between the set 
SoK’) = {(X(x), Y(x)) E C;;Nx), Y(x) E +I) 
ofpolynomial solutions of C,l and the direct product 
G = Homk(J,,,, G,) x {fl} 
of the group Homk(J,,,, G,) of k-homomorphisms ofJ,,, to the multiplicative group 
G, and the 2-torsion subgroup {f 1) of G,,,. The group structure on Sol(C) 
transportedfrom G by this bijection is given by the following: 
(i) the multiplication ‘0’: 
(Jm, Y&4) O (X2(X)> Y2b)) 
= (Xl (x)X2(x) +f(x) Yl (x) Yz(x), Xl (x1 Y2b) + X2(x) Yl (x1), 
(ii) the inverse ‘[-11’: [-11(X(x), Y(x)) = (X(x), -Y(x)), 
(iii) the identity: (X, Y) = (l,O), 
and ‘- 1’ in the secondfactor of G corresponds to the constant solution (- 1,O). 
Remark. (1) As an algebraic group, J,,, is an extension of the Jacobian variety 
J = J(C) by a linear algebraic group L,,,, and the latter is isomorphic to the 
product of G, and a unipotent group (see f4, Chap. V, Section 31). Therefore the 
set of solutions (if any) endowed with the group structure mentioned above is 
isomorphic to Z x Z/22 as an abelian group. 
(2) When f( x is a quadratic polynomial, the generalized Jacobian variety ) 
J,,, is k-isomorphic to G,. Therefore this theorem gives another proof of a part 
of Theorem 2.4. 
(3) If (X(x), Y(x)) 1s a solution, then we have (X(x), Y(x)) o (-1;O) = 
(-X(x), -Y(x)). 
Proof. Let Ct denote the conic defined by y* = x2 - 1. Then as is seen in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, the equation C; can be regarded as a twist of the conic Cl 
by the hyperelliptic curve C. We denote by L (resp. 11) the involution of C (resp. 
Ct) defined b y L x, y) = (x, -y) (resp. ~1 (x, y) = (x, -y)). Then, by a similar ( 
argument to the one given in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have the following: 
There is a natural bijection between the following two sets: 
A = {k(x)-rational points on Cl}, 
(3.1.1) 
and 
B={f ~Ratk(C,Ct);fo~=~~of}. 
defined by the rule: 
(X. Y) = (fi(x),fz(x)) E A corresponds to f = (fi(x),fz(x)y) E B. 
Furthermore. by a similar argument to the one in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we 
have the following: 
There is a natural bijection between the following two sets: 
(3.1.2) 
Ap = {polynomial solutions of Cl}. 
and 
Note that the finite part’ Ct - (001, co; } of the conic Ct is isomorphic to G,,,. 
Indeed the isomorphism is given by the restriction of the isomorphism: 
0: c, -+P’, 
defined by the formula: 
( 4% Y) = 
x+y-1 
=x+y, 
(3.2) 
-.x+y+ 1 
t*+1 t2- 1 
d(t) = ( y-,F). 
(Note that (x, y) satisfies the equality .x2 - y2 = 1.) 
Further the involution ~1 on Ct corresponds to the inverse map on G, via the 
isomorphism a, namely we have 
(3.3) CyOLt = [-l]ock!, 
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where we denote the inverse map of G, by [-11. Therefore a rational map f 
from C to Cr which satisfies the condition f-l ({ 001, co{ }) c {co, co’} corre- 
sponds via o to a rational map from C to G, admitting m = 00 + CZO’ for a 
modulus in the sense of [4]. Here we recall the following universal property of 
the generalized Jacobian variety ([4, Chap. V, Section 21): 
{ 
For any rational map from C to G, admitting m for a modulus, 
(3.4) there exists a unique algebraic homomorphism F : J,,, + G, 
and a unique k-point po of G, such that f = F o pm +po. 
(Here (P,,, denotes the canonical imbedding of C to J,,,, and we have used the 
addition symbol ‘+’ to denote the operation on G,.) In order to specify the set 
BP, we need the following: 
Lemma 3.1.1. For any P = (x, y) E C - {CO, CO’}, we have 
%l(x, -Y) = -%l(x, Y), 
in another word, we have 
‘P~OL=[-l]ocp,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1.1. This follows from the fact that the divisor P + L*P is 
m-equivalent o 2P0, and this fact can be shown by the same argument as in the 
case of the usual Jacobian variety. (See [4, Chap. V, Section I] for the definition 
and basic properties of m-equivalence.) 
Thanks to this lemma, we have the following series of equivalence: 
f E Ratk(C, Cl) satisfies f -‘(ool,o3{} C {CW,CO’} and f o L = ~1 of. 
H aof ERatk(C,G,) hasamodulusmand (aof)oL=[-l]o(aof). 
(by (3.3)) 
H (F,po) E Homk(J,,,, G,) x G,(k) corresponding to Q o f by (3.4) 
satisfies F(x, -y) +po = -(F(x, y) +po) for any (x, y) E C. 
@ (F,Po) E Hom(Jm,Gm) x {fl). 
(by Lemma 3.1.1 and by the fact that F is a homomorphism) 
This completes the proof of the first half of Theorem 3.1. As for the second half 
concerning the group structure, one can check by using (3.2) that 
44X1,Yl) .Q(X2,Y2)) = a-‘((Xl +y1)(x2 +y2)) 
= (3x2 +YlY2,xlY2 +x2y1) 
holds for any (xl, yr), (x2, ~2) E Cl, and the statement (i) of Theorem 3.1 fol- 
lows from this equality and (3.1.1). The other statements are easily checked 
similarly. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. q 
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4. PRIMITIVITY AND NONDEGENERACY 
In this section, we assume the existence of a nonconstant polynomial solution 
of C,’ : X’ -f(x) Y 2 = 1. In view of Theorem 3.1 and Remark (2) after it, there 
exists a solution (Xi (x), Yi (x)) such that the set of all the polynomial solutions 
are given by: 
{(*X,(x),*Yn(x));n E N} U {(l,O), (-l,O)}, 
n times 
r T 
where we put (X,(x), Y,(x)) = (Xl(x), Yi(x)) o...o (Xi(x), Y](x)). We call 
such a solution (Xi (x), Yi (x)) p rimitive. It is unique up to sign. In order to give 
a sufficient condition for a solution to be primitive, it is convenient to introduce 
the following: 
Definition. We define the degree of a solution (X(x), Y(x)) (denoted by 
deg(X(x), Y(x)) to be the degree of the corresponding rational map: C + CI 
given by (x, v) +-+ (X(x), Y(x)Y). 
Recall that the set Sol(Ci’) of polynomial solutions of Ci’ has a natural group 
structure inherited from the abelian group Homk(J,,,, G,) x {f I }. We denote 
by [n] the self map of Sol(C,‘) corresponding to the n-th power map on 
Homk(J,,,, G,). Our notion of degree behaves nicely under this self map: 
Proposition 4.1. deg([n](X(x), Y(x))) = it. deg(X(x), Y(x)). 
Proof. Let f : C -+ Ci be the rational map associated with the solution. Then it 
follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the rational map associated with the 
solution [n] (X(x), Y(x)) is given by the composition: 
f n-th power c-c, LG,-G,, 
where Q is the birational map defined in (3.2). Since the degree of the n-th power 
map on G, is equal to n, this completes the proof. 0 
Now we can prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. Letf(x) E k[ x ] b e a square-freepolynomial of degree 2g + 2 (g > 1). 
Zfasolution (X(x), Y(x)) ofthe Diophantineequation C{ : X2 -f(x)Y’ = 1 has 
degree g + 1, then it is primitive. 
Proof. First we show that Y(x) must be constant. Suppose to the contrary that 
Y(x) is nonconstant. Then deg X(x) is at least g + 2 because of the equation C[. 
For the map 7 : C + Ci associated with such a solution (X(x), Y(x)), the di- 
visor 7” (1,O) has degree > g + 1. For, if X(x) = 1, then Y(x) y = 0 because 
(x(x))2 - (wY)2 = 1, and the equation X(x) = 1 has at least g + 2 solutions 
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(multiplicity taken into account). This contradicts to the assumption. Hence 
we have (X(x), Y(x)) = (X(x),c) with some nonzero constant c E k’, and 
degX(x) = g + 1. Suppose that this is not primitive. Then there exists a solu- 
tion (X’(x), Y’(x)) such that 
(X(x), Y(x)) = k‘ww Y’(4) 
holds for some n 2 2. Then it follows from Proposition 4.1 that 
deg(X’(x), Y’(x)) = deg(X(x), Y(x))/n < g + 1 
Let us denote 7’ : C + Ci the rational map associated with the solution 
(X’(x), Y’(x)). Recall that it has the propertyf’-‘({ml, co;}) & (00, co’} (see 
(3.1.2)). Therefore, the rational function a of’ has n’(m) or n’(oo’) with n’ < 
g + 1 as its polar divisor. But this is impossible, since neither 00 nor cy)’ is a 
Weierstrass point. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. q 
If there is a solution (X(x), Y(x)) of C,/, then we have 
fwPw>2 = G-(4)2 - 13 
hence the hyperelliptic curve C : y2 =f(x) is birationally equivalent over k to 
the hyperelliptic curve C : y2 = (X(X))~ - 1. Thus the Diophantine equation 
x2 -f(x) Y2 = 1 with f(x) = (g(x))2 - 1 for some g(x) E k[x] may be con- 
sidered to be a typical and ‘nondegenerate’ case. The following proposition 
deals with this type of equation: 
Proposition 4.3. Letf(x) b e a square-free polynomial of degree 2g + 2 and of the 
formf (x) = (g(x))2 - 1 with a certainpolynomialg(x) of degree g + 1. Then, for 
the Diophantine equation X2 -f(x) Y2 = 1, the solution (X, Y) = (g(x), 1) is 
primitive. 
Proof. Let f : C --t Cl denote the rational map associated with the solution. 
Then one can see that 
f-‘(m1) = (g+ l)(m) or (g + l)(cG 
This implies that our solution has degree g + 1. This completes the proof by 
Theorem 4.2. q 
Remark. The degenerate cases are rather complicated and will be investigated 
in a forthcoming paper. 
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